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**NO EXTRA RIDERS!**

Stop! Think! Don’t make the mistake to cost a life! Never allow a passenger, even if it is your child begging to take a ride! Never allow a second person to ride with you. Tractors, combines, and harvesters all offer the same hazards. Hit a wash out – the door pops open and Oh! No! …Let’s not go there. The second seat is not made for a joy ride. Think about it! Is it worth the risk? During National Farm Safety & Health week, Sept. 21 – 27, *Protect Your Investment!* Protect your family!

**BE VISIBLE!!**

Be visible! Let all your neighbors see you on the highway! If you drive slow moving equipment on the road, be sure it has a properly mounted SMV emblem and front and rear lights that are clean and working. Communicating safe practices is the responsibility of the agricultural worker operating the equipment.

*Be visible! Be responsible! Stay alert! Stay alive!*